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This presentation explores the use of image-data in a grounded theory study of radio listening for company among older listeners. The use of photographs in grounded theory is unusual, but not unheard of, and not without methodological support (Clarke, 2014). In spite of this methodological congruence, there is little work to date on analyzing visual data in grounded theory. “Analysing photographic data in qualitative research, as with textual data, is a series of inductive and formative acts carried out throughout the research process” (Prosser & Schwartz, 1998, p. 125). Analysis of the photographs in this research was three-fold: I recorded & transcribed memos describing photos and what I had captured – the relation of objects to one another, the location of the radio within the home, the uses and function of the objects around the radio; I used grounded theory coding techniques described for use with word-data to explore the images; I reviewed these codes and form categories, and used these to inform theory development. Without a single word, the location of your radio and the objects that surround it carry a lot of information about your relationship with the device itself and the noise it makes. “Where data sets centre around both narrative and visual data, and where the subjective construction of experience becomes the focus of analysis, grounded theory analytic techniques that emphasise reciprocity with participants can help to generate explanations for patterns of behaviour” (Liebenberg et al., 2012, p. 59). The composition of the scene, the way the objects pictured relate to each other in space and their location in the home, is the work of the participant. This presentation offers an example of how a grounded theory analysis of image-data is undertaken and develops over the course of the study.
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